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This paper attempts to develop a rationale for the 
development of equal access to telephone communications for 
people who cannot use the present telephone system without 
specially adapted TTY equipment. 

The author has traced the development of various systems 
purported to answer the needs of deaf people in using the 
telephone. He points out the frustrations encountered by 
people who have used these systems and indicates actions 
which can be taken to aleviate the inequality of telephone 
service in the United States. 

1he Rehabilitation .Act of 1973 and the ammendments to that 
Act form the legal basis for recommendations to improve 
telephone communications for people who can neither hear 
nor speak. 

The ~ossibility of favorable interpretation of the 
Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 regarding equal access 
to telephone communications is presented through the eyes 
of a lawyer employed by the United States Government. 

Reconnnendations for further study of the responsibilities 
of telephone companies, tax supported agencies, and the 
media are made in the hopes that they will be pursued toward 
the goal of equal access to telephone coITU1U1nications for 
people who can neither hear nor speak. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Having worked as a rehabilitation counselor for 

three and one half years with people who cannot hear or 

speak has made me aware of some of the frustrations these. 

people encounter in their daily lives. The most basic 

frustrations stem from a lack of comrcn.inication with pe.opleo 

One segment of this communication problem is directly 

related to use of the telephone. 

This paper does not contain a panacea to the pr oblem 

nor does it pre.sent the. TIT system as the only or best 

method of distant one to one. communicatione It proposes the 

fact that there are systems available today that will meet 

the telephone communication needs of the majority of people 

·who cannot hear or speak. While more efficient systems are 

being developed, this process of utilizing present TTY 

systems c an be effectively in·troduced with little or no 

de.l ay .. 

The general term '.r'I'Y is used to denote telephone 

communications equipment which permits people to type their 

messages to each other by me.ans of specially adapted 

teletype,;..;rriters 7 or the. various self contained units 

described on pages 12-130 

Of the. more than 13 million citizens of the. United 

States who have differing degrees of hearing impairments, 

108 million arc <leafs Deafness here being de.fined as 

-1-
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" •• othose pers ons who could not hear and understand speech 

and who had lost (or never had) that ability prior to 19 
1 years of age." Figures we.re not obtained on the number of 

people who became deaf after 19 years of age, nor on the 

number of people ·who are. unable to use the. phone. for reasons 

other than deafness . Included in this latter population are 

people .with various degrees of cerebral palsy, muscular 

diseases such as dystonia and. other voice control problems. 

Instead of being able to pick up the phone. and call 

directly to an office, be it police, fire , telephone compan~ 

health department , or legisla tor, the. person who cannot hear 

or speak must find a third party who is hearing and willing 

to call for theme Should that avenue of approach fail, the 

person must walk , use vehicle. transportation to and from the 

. place. of contact, or ·write a letter., All of these methods 

are expensive. in terms of time. 1 energy and money when 

compared to the immediacy of one to one conversation via the 

telephoneo 

In many instances the pers on ' s tax monies are 

supporting agencies which have no provision f or telephone 

communications with them,. It appear s to be l ogically and 

lega lly feasible. thnt services in kind are due tax payers 

for their financ i a l support of these agencies e 

1" Jerome. D" Schein ancl M:a.rcus To Delk, Jr~ , 'l'he 
.Q_eaf ~op1;_}-ation ~f the. United States ( Maryland: National 
Association of The Dea£~)° 2- p·. -i .. 
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This paper wlll present attempts of the past and 

present to equalize access to telephone communications for 

people who cannot hear and speak. These attempts include 

inventions of communication devices, organizations of 

specialized interest groups and Congressional legislation. 

Re.comi.-nendations for further action will be made in 

the hope of tapping the resources available in this 

population of more than 220 million peopleo 
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ME'l1IODOLOGY 

The inforrnation contained in this paper was gathered 

frompublishe.d literature, personal involvement in meetings, 

personal inter views, \•r.ci tten correspondence, and reference 

to unpublished works available through the. Center on 

Deafness Library at California State University, Ncrthridge.. 

Reference. to two major pieces of legislation (The. 1973 

Rehabilitation Act, PL 93-112 and th.e Ammendments to that 

Act PL 93-516) form the legal basis of recommendations made 

for improved telephone communications, for deaf citizens of 

the Unit\:!d States. 

Consideration of t echnological and legislative 

efforts of the. past and pre.se.nt will lead to recommendations · 

of future action .. It is hoped th.at these recommendations do 

their part in providing a telephone communication situation 

which will serve. the hearing and speech impaired citizens of 

this count r y., 



REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

In t he 19L1-0 ' s Bell laboratories developed a system 

called 0 visible speech 02 which in essence was a sound 
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spectrograph that displayed images of voice and word 

patterns., · It was hoped in the early stages of development 

that the. visible speech system would permit deaf people to 

have improved telephone. cormnunications. The display was not 

easily understandable, demanded much training and was 

3 
costlye 'Through the 1960's research continued at Hayne 

State University Spee.ch and Hearing Clinic. The. system 

developed into a speech training device., and was never 

produced on a conunercial basis for telephone corrununicative 

use. 

Use of the cathode. ray oscilloscope was advertised 

in an article by Gale M. Smith of the. Be.11 System in 19630 
4 

'l'his device. used a code system for communication, either 

Morse or another pre arranged system. The. deaf person "saw" 

the telephone ring via electrical impulses on the scree.n of 

the oscilloscope or by means of a flashing light systemo If 

the de.af person was able to speak they would take the 

2 o Ralph I<., Potter, George. A. Kopp and Harriet 
Kopp, Visible S£eec.h (New York: Dover Publications, 1966) 
p. v. 

3o Gale M. Smi·th, "Telephone Service for the 
Totally Deaf " Volta Review, Vole 65, December 1963, pp .. 
579-830 

4. Ibid. 
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initiative in the conversation and ask questions which would 

elicit a ttyes" or "no" response.o If the deaf person could 

not speak, his conversation was limited to coding with a 

person who understood the particular code in use., The major 

difficulty arose when a person wished to communicate with a 

friend or stranger who did not know the code. 

"There's not much a deaf person without speech c an 
do in this event, unless he can afford a laboratory 
wonder wuch as a speech synthizer , or a computer 
p rogrammed to spell out pre-recorded words when 
wor ds are typed into the input.us 

A modified version of this unit wa s a light signal 

installation which performed t he same. function as the 

oscilloscope and was followed up with a t actile receiver 

which vibrated for the person who was deaf and blind .. These 

systems were available for installation by the phone company 

and were permanent to that installation .. 

In January of 196lt an experimental phone. cal l was 

ma de between Galifornia and Washington D.C., using the 

J'.tData-Phon.e" a pr oduct of the. Bell System.. Instrumental in 

setting up this event were Dr . Ray Jones, Director of the 

Leadership Training Program in Deafness at California State 

Univer sity, Northridge an.d 1'·1ary Switzer then Commissioner of 

Vocational R.ehabilitationo This system linked the 

11Ele.ctrowriter" and "Data-Phone 11 systems to an existing 

5. Ibid.,t Po 581 
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te.le.type.writer and enabled the communicants to write out 

. h h . 1 6 
their messages to eac ot er instantaneous y. Though 

the Pacific Telephone company had tariffs approved to 

provide "phone writing" equipment for deaf people., 7 the idea 

never materialized into a viable systeme 

The "picture. phonett developed by Bell labs was 

exhibited in 1964 with a conversation between deaf persons 

• 1 h. Cl • 8 Th t t in New Yon<, Was ington De C., and 1icago. e cos a 

that time was between sixteen and twenty seven dollars for 

the first three minutes. >... year later the cost was reduced 

to half that amount but was still too costly for the 

individual consume.re 

Other de.vices, such as the 11Code-Com11 developed by 

American 'l'elephone and Telegraph 7 were installed on the. 

phone of the subscriber and useful only to those specific 

phones to which they were attached. 9 

Until 196L~, there 1·1as no functioning 1 portable low 

cost system which would enable a deaf person to use the 

6e ttDeaf Students Talk, 'Hear ' In Historic 
Telephone Call, tt The News, January 28, 196Li, Van Nuys 1 

California. --

7o Coverstory, "Deaf Exchange Ideas Over Telephone 
Lines, 11 Telen~, A Nmvspaper for Pacific Telephone People. 
Vole 15, No .. 3 1 February 20 7 1964. 

80 Smith? opo cit. 7 Volo 66t October 1964, p. 621. 

9. Steven L .. Jamison 1 " Telephone Equipment For Deaf 
People ... A Surveyf" article to appear in 1975 Deafness 
Annua l of P::c·ofe.ssional Rehabilitation Workers With the. Adult 
i5ea£., -
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nearest telephone by himself . The systems available were. 

either too costly, or demanded special arrangements with the 

telephone company for installation into a specific phone. 

The deaf person on the. street had no possible way of using 

the numerous telephone within easy reach. 

In the Fall of 1964 ~1r. Hugh }bore, then Electronics 

Specialist with Ios .Angeles Valley College and now· Associate 

Dean of Industrial Education at that C.ollege, developed the 
. 10 

"Speech Indicator". '11his compact device no larger than a 

package of cigarettes enabled a person with understandable 

speech to use any telephone independently. A suction cup 

which adhered to the outside back of the ear piece of any 

telephone. 1 picked up sound and transmitted it through a 

magnetic system onto a dial indicator on the face of the 

deviceo By reading the responses from the. other party, the 

deaf person would receive answers of uNou, "Yes " and "Please 

re.peat". A nNo" answer would be indicated by the nee.die 

de.fleeting once, a "Yes" answer by two deflections, and 

"Please. repeat" by three deflections. Deflection could be. 

accomplished in various ways but the clearest method was by 

blowi.ng into the speaker or tapping on the speaker with a 

hard instrument .. 

10. "Speech Indicator Manual"~ A 39 page booklet 
with photographs and instructions in the. use of the device 
is a. itd.lable through the Center on Deafness at California 
Sta t·· Ua ive.rsity, No ::.."thridge., 

II 
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Extensive testing of this device was done through 

the leadership Training Progran1 in the A:re.a of Deafness at 

Califor nia State University~ Northridge. At that time. the 

University was known as San Fernando Valley State College. 

Hore. than 500 of the. "Speech Indicators': were disseminated 

throughout the deaf populationo No precise. figures on the 

actual usage of them today is availableo In 1966 a tactile 

version of the. "Speech Indicator" was developed for persons 

who were deaf and blind . This version was field tested at 

the National Center for the Deaf-Blind in New York. 

In the mid 1960's a major breakthrough was 

accomplished in telephone. communications for people who 

could neither hear nor speako Mro Robert H. Weitbrecht, 

a deaf physicist, developed a coupler which enabled existing 

te.letypev..rriters to communicate with each other without the 

use of direct special wiring and through the existing lines 

of telephone. service.o With the. invention of the "Phone.type" 

acoustic coupler in 1965, Mro Weitbrecht ope.ned up the 

possibility of dire.ct cotrununication via the telephone, at a 

reasonable cost for people who could neither hear nor speak. 

Since the teletype.writer was in existence and able to be 

used as t he basic terminal for conversation, t he. acoustic 

coupler permitted direct typed conversations U f ·: 11g t-he 

telephone. lines as the transmission mode. In c- ,n e.nce. the 

teletypewr iter is a_telegraph system similar i n appearance 

and ope.ration to a typewriter but with a built in code 
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which transmits sound frequencies into electrical impulses 

which activate. the keys of the. machine and print out the 

message. 11 

The Bell System converted to direct distance dialing 

from the TWX (Tele.type.writer Exchange Service.) in 1962 .. 

This meant that people with a teletypewriter and connected 

acoustic coupler could call each other directly without 

going through an operator's switchboard, thus eliminating 

the need to rely on a third party heqring person to 

translate to the operator. 

With the invention of the acoustic coupler many 

problems were tentatively solved, such as the need for 

understandable s peech, the training of persons in the use of 

codes, and the limitations of specially installed equipment .. · 

·The proble.ras of availability of equipment 1 manufacture at a 

reasonable. cost, and distribution were very 11ew and real 

problems. 

In 1968 TDI ( Teletypc"tvriters For The De.af 

Incorporated) was founded for the purpose. of coordinating 

the acquis ition and distribution of surplus teletype.write.rs 

to deaf people. Being a non-profit agency TDI entered into 

agreements ·with various telephone. companies, l'7estern Union, 

governmental agencies and private companies to secure 

surplus TI1Y (te.letype.w1."iter) equipment for distribution 

ll o "Proceedings of the First National. Conference 
o f Agents o:E Te.le.typewriters For The I.R.af Inc. 11 Novernber, 
1971 Indianapolis , I ndiana$ p . 210 
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among the. deaf population. Within three years, membership 

in this organization grew to more. than 1,500 people with 54 

authorized agentso 

Throughout the country groups of deaf people began 

to organize TTY organizations to facilitate. telephone 

commilnications among themselves and with the hearing 

population who were a part of their lives but out of touch 

through telephone lines. Finally, after nearly 100 years of 

anxiety and frustration, the possibility of dire.ct, 

inuuediate. communication via the telephone had become a fact 

of life for people who could neither hear nor speak. This 

fact of immediate. communications had limits howeve.ro As 

long as the person had a 'ITY he could communicate ·with any 

other person ,;../no had similar equipment. l'he. cost ranged 

from almost nothing to over $700o00t depending on ·where. the 

person lived, if he was aware of donated equipment, and if 

he had to purchase the ma.chine new and have necessary 

adjustments rnadeo 

Anxiety and frustration set in with the realization. 

that communication to emergency centers such as police, fire 

and ambulance service were not available., The realization 

that co111lIU.lnication ·with a family member once out of the. 

home was not possible added to this age old problemo 

Devel opments ·which first seemed to answer the communication 

problems, once. again impressed upon the deaf person the 

realization that the. telephone. was still a barrier to himo 
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With the advent of the TV-Phone some. degree. of 

portability was introduced into the TTY network. This unit 

unlike all previous TTY mod.els does not produce a hard copy 

(printed page ) of the conver sation, but does display eight 

lines of up to 32 characters per line on a TV screen ( any 

working TV with a fre.e cham1e.l ) . Replay of conversations or 

prerecording of a message is accomplished via a separate 

cassette tape recorder available from the company. 

In 1973 the lv1Cl-1 (Manual Communications 1'·1odule) was 
. d d 13 . . . . . . intro uce , permitt ing deaf persons :for the first time 1.n 

history the opportunity to carry a light, self contained, 

rechargeable battery operated TTY system and use that system 

in any telephone booth or public telephone countero This 

also enabled a person leaving the home with an MGM to remain 

:i..n contact ·with family members who had a TTY system in the 

house. 

Like the. TV-Phone, the. NCH does not produce a hard 

copy of the conversation, but a tape cassette is available 

for pre or post conversation re.cordingo The display unit 

is a 32 position register which r e.ads from left to right 

·with the letters of the words coming across from right to 

120 Phonics Corporation, 814 Thayer Avenue, Silver 
Spring , Maryl and 209010 

13., Silent Communications , Inc. , ll:.l~O 29th Avenue.~ 
Oakland 1 California 94·601. 
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left, similar to the. Times Square. display. Regularity of 

the appearance of the. letters and ·words depends on the 

fluency of the. person typing or TTYing. 

Since the appearance of the TV-Phone and the. MCM, 

two other mode.ls of self contained TTYs have come on the. 

1 Th ''
- ,14 . · 1 . 1 mar {.et. e. L\1agsat ' , sim.1. ar 1.n sty _e to the. MGM and the 

15 
"Interpreter" a hard cop:5r self contained unit looking almost 

identical to an electric type·writer. Both of these systems 

are compatable. ·with the previously de.scribed TTY systems. 

'l'hese products 011 the market today permit accessable 

telephone. communications for people ·who can neither hear nor 

speak. The. important question that must be answered is, 

"how do we assure. accessability to these systems for the 

people. who need them?" People. who can neither hear nor 

speak still face. the basic problems of isolation and 

communication barriers even with the presence of these 

various communication devices. These s ·ystems are of no 

value if the cost of purchase, use and maintenance. :i..s 

prohibitive to the speech and hearing impaired consumero 

ll~o :M.agsat Corporation, 151 Vanderbilt Avenue, 
West Ff.artford, Connecticut 06110 .. 

lSo Interpretive Sys t c:n c:; Corporation, 1730 West 
La Palma l\Venue., Anaheim, Cal.~ ;\Hnia 928010 . 



THE RF'...ALITY OF 1975 

Three major problems exist today regarding TTY 

equipment for people who can neither hear nor speak. 

1. High cost of purchase 9 maintenance, and use.e 
2. Lack of availability of equipment 
3 ., Lack of installation by business and tax 

supported a.gencieso 

'I'he. initial cost of purchase and installation of 

'rTY equipment is approximately 13 times that of regular 

telephone. installation, ($18,.00 vs. $240 .. 00)., The hi.gh 

cost of new equipment is prohibitive. to most people, 

($450.00 - $1, 000.00). Understandably, the major ity of 

14 

TTYs in use today are the older hard copy mode.ls which have 

been donated to TTY groups for rebuilding and repair .. It is 

not uncommon for TTY ow1."te.rs to take. courses in TTY repair to 

lower the cost of maintenance., Another e.xpense for the har d 

copy TTY user is the. purchasing of paper which the. . rnachine 

prints on. The owners of the se.lf contained portable units 

do not have the paper expense but they must purchase from t 

the companies, special tape. recording devices if they want 

to pre. or post record me.ssageso Maintenance is covered 

through a warrantee. or service contracte Repair of the 

portable. units is done. l>y the manufacturer and is often time 

consuming" 

'l'he pre.sent r ci·; ,,:. of maximum transmission on the TTY 

is 60 words per minute. ~ The accepted ave.rage rate of spoken 

words in conversation is in the. area of 150 words pe.r 
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minute. At best, the rate of typed words to spoken words in 

telephone conversation is l:3o The implications this has in 

terms of cost for long distance calls is apparent. Thus, 

from the time of purchase, during use and during maintenance 

the TTY is an expensive proposition. 

For the person who cam1ot afford new equipment, his 

chances of obtaining repaired used equipment are. re.mote due 

to the realities involved. These include sheer numbers of 

people wanting TTY equipment to converse with their families 

and friends, lack of information on where and how to purchase 

used equipment and lack of equipment itselfo Most people 

who can ill afford the purchase of nei;i equipment must be put 

on a waiting list for machines available at lower costs s It 

is not unusual fo r people to ·wait a year or more to become 

eligible to purchase a repaired machine .. 

The demand for TrY equipment is not limited to the 

h . • • d 1 • 16 j 11 nuny earing irn.pa1.re popu at1.on. ·lS you reca , a ;..i. system 

is operable only ·when it is transmitting to another similar 

systemo In order for a person who uses the 'rTY to contact 

another family member in a different household 7 that ·other 

household needs a 'r'IT s ys temo When hearing members of a 

family want to contact a father, mother, sister, or brother 

who cannot use the te.lephone 1 they are. in the same situation 

160 F.Ao Caligiuri, 11Tl1.e. Telephone. and 'I'he. Deaf, 11 

An Unpublished article avail able through the Center on 
Deatness, California State . University 7 Northridge California. 
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as the. person who is deaf when it comes to using the phone. 

If they do not have a TTY they must call a neighbor, go see 

someone who has a TTY and ask to borrow its use, or get in 

the. car and drive to tl1e family member's house. Depending 

on the size and distribution of the family, the cost of 

telephone communications increases directly in pr oportion 

to the ·number of differ ent households which make up that 

family unito 

The third major problem which still exists today is 

the lack of installation of TTY equipment by business and 

tax supported agencies . 1-bst citizens who are deaf cannot 

contact the police, fire departments, hospitals or other 

emergency agencies directly thr ough use o f the telephone. 

They cannot contact elected officials' offices, the motor · 

vehicle department, do g c atcher or re.creation center. I n 

most instances the.y cannot contact any agency 't·1hich. their 

tax dollars support e In those rare instances ·where tax 

supported agencies have ins talled TTY equipment, the driving 

force has been the deaf community and often times the 

equipment has been donated free of charge. 

Two fallicies emerge here, the first o:E which :Ls the. 

most difficult to deal with. The misconception of people in 

these agencies that they are doing the deaf populat ion a 

favor and should receive praise for installing equipment 

~ecessary £or basic communication is an unconscious and 

unintentioned slap in the. face to people who are deafo 

Secondly, the effort for equal services is originated and 
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paid for by the deaf members of the community in terms of 

time, energy and money, when those same services are 

automatically provided the hearing members of the crnnmunity~ 

In 1971 Lee Br ody estimated that t he Be.11 System 

increased its gross revenue by approximately one million 

dollars a year with no capital investment due. to the grm,.rth 
17 

of the TTY system among deaf people. At that time. there 

·were approximately 2 rOOO TTYs in opera tion throughout the 

country. Today there are more than 10,000 TTYs in operation 

serving the deaf populationo 

Recently three of the 1800 separate telephone 

companies in the United States have installed TTYs .for their 

deaf customers, Northwestern. Bell in Minneapolis, Indiana 

Bell in lndianapolis,
18 

and Pacific .Telephone in the San 

11 . C 1 · · . 19 Th . 11 t. Fernando Va e.y 1.n a iforn:La. -· ese. 1.nsta a ions are 

for business purposes such as wrong numbers, billing, 

information on service t equipment cha.nges and repairs. Tb.e 

Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Washington D.C., 

plans to install a TTY system in their c redit office to 

provide. multiple services to de. af customers in that area. 

17 1 'P d . .c tl F . t ',T • 1 C f ., . r ocee 1.ngs O.L 1.e •irs - 1~ationa on -erence 
of Agents of 'I'eletypewriters For the Deaf Inc o II opo ci to, 
Po 50. 

180 11GA-SK, " February , 1975. A periodic newsletter 
of Teletypewriters of the Deaf Inc ., Indianapolis, Indiana. 

190 Gauthier, R., Ko 1 Division Manager of Pacific 
Telephone Company, Los /~lgeles Sector. Customer letter 
Dated June St 1975 .. 
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It is unknown if these companies intend to provide directory 

and operator assistance as part of the service. These 

situations are more examples of pressure results from the 

deaf community rather than an active program of service by 

public utilities$ 

Perhaps the reason more attention has not been given 

to telephone service for people who a.re deaf is due to the 

lack of visibility and knowledge of their existence .. It was 

n9t until publication of the National Census of the Deaf 

Population in 1974 that reliable national estimates on the 

numbers of deaf citizens were available. Previous to the 

publication of the Census the most accurate national 

statis tics were those of the United States Census Bureau in 

1930 which estimated 47 deaf persons per 100~000 population. 

The new accepted prevelance rate in the United States is 

203 deaf persons per 100,000 or almost five times the old 
, 20 

estimate. 

·with increased numbers of deaf people continuing 

their education past the secondary level and into the 

college and graduate levels, there necessarily is more 

exposure. to the hearing population and an increased need of 

communication with the hearing population. 

Through e.J..1)osure. on our campuses t technical schools, 

colleges and universities a dual e.ducati cna l process takes 

place.. The deaf student is competing wi t:h hearing peers 

200 Schein, op. cit o, p ... 150 



and this competition provides an opportunity for mutual 

contact and recognition of abilities. The person who can 

19 

neither hear nor speak is being recognized not as 'deaf and 

dumb' or 'deaf mute' or 'deaf' but as a human being who 

happens not to be able to hear. 

The de.velopme.nt of working relationships with people. 

is severely limited by the inability to use the telephone. 

Contact with fellow students during studies and after 

graduation in a work setting is stymied by the lack of 

accessable telephone communications. Through no fault of 

their o·wn, deaf citizens are being barred from further 

sharing their knowledge and abilities with other people. 

Consider for a moment this statement from a person 

twenty seven years old who is communicating; for the first 

time witl1. a TTY. "This is great •. .,. It has made a beautiful 

change inmy life, now I can use the telephone like other 
21 

peopl e o 11 Fortunately in this persons locale the police 

have. a TTY system, as does a nearby library and a large 

portion of the deaf comi.'11.uni ty o I-!owever,. the. vast rna jor i ty 

of tax supporte d agencies and businesses remain isolated 

from the deaf corru.nunity ·when telephone cornnmnications are 

consideredo For these people and the vast majority of deaf 

citizens in cities throughout the United States, their dream 

of equal access to phone corru.nunications is yet to be 

realizedo 

210 Quote from a personal TTY conversation with a 
deaf person while working as a Rehabilitation Counselor., 
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RECENT LEGISLATION 

Re.cen.t legislation has begun to focus attention on 

services for the hearing impaired citizens of this country .. 

The Congress of the United States has demonstrated its 

awareness of the burden a severe hearing loss imposes on a 

person by passing the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the 

Amrne.ndments to that Act in 1974. In its report dated 

November 26, 1971+ the Commi tte.e on Labor and Public Welfare 

(Calendar' til230 Report #93-1297 J stated : 

The Committee is well aware that technology exists 
which would enable many individuals with handicaps 
to take advantage of transportation, comrnunication, 
and educational systems. The Committee has directed 
its attention to this area under the Rehabilitation 
Act of 19730 \~hile it is true that we need 
continued research in these areas, it is also true 
that ~ ~ begin !£ ~ existi!]-g knm·1ledge much 
more effe ctively. Pe 57. ( Emphas is added.) 

A portion of the technology th.at exists today in 

communication systems has been referred to earlier in this 

paper. As the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare states, 

we have not be.gun to put those ·systems to use effectively. 

One way in which effective use of existing knowledge and 

systems can be put to u s e is by the Federal Government 

installing 'l'TY systems in its various agencies. 

In the metropolitan Washington D.C., area as of :May 

1975 the follm·.ring Federal agencies and offices had 

ins t alled at least one TTY. Some of these installations 

were for the benefit of employees who are deaf, and others 

for deaf citizens ·who wish to communicate. by phone for 
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Government Printing Office 
Internal Revenue Service 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
Consumer Product Safety Agency 
National Advisory Committee on Education for the. 

De.af 
Library of Congress 
Veterans' Administration 
General Services Administration 
The Pen tag on 
National Bure.au of 8tandards 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administr ation 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Educational :Vedia Distribution Center 
Smithsonian Institute 
Naval Research Laboratory 
General Accounting Office 

The Department of Agriculture, Defense. Mapping 

Agency and National Security Agency are. considering 

installation of TTY systems in the near future.o 
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Under section #302 of its November 26, 1974 report, 

the Committee on Labor and Public VJe.lfare authorizes the 

President to call a 'v?h.ite House. Conference on handicapped 

individuals and also authorizes participants in that 

conference to consider; 

"all matters related to providing a national 
assessment of problems facing individuals with 
handicaps and making re.commendations for the 
solutions to such problems o .... o 

11 

.Among the 17 primary areas of consideration was number 4, 

which reads; "enabling individuals with handicaps to have 

access to usable. coomuni.cation. services and devices 
.§..!. costscomDarabre-:L~o othe r rnember;s of the 
]22PUlatione 11 ( £mphasis Hdded ). 

22e Personal note. from Louis J .. Schwarz, President 
of 'I'he Deaf Telecommunicators of Greate1; Washington D.Co 
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Development of accessable telephone corrununications 

for people ·who are deaf can be taken as a directive from the 

three major areas of concentration in the Rehabilitation Act 

of 1973., 

1. The. development of new and innovative. methods of 
applying the most advanced medical technology, 
scientific achievement, and psychological and 
social knowledge to solve rehabilitation problems 
and provide rehabilitation services to 
handicapped individuals. 29 (USCA 701 (5)) • 

. The TTY is an innovative method of providing 

rehabilitation services to handicapped individuals. The 

TTY can be viewed as a rehabilitation service in and of 

itself since rehabilitation services are defined as, "any 

goods or services necessary to render a handicapped 

individual employable." (29 USG.A 723 (a)) .. In this s ame 

section of the federal regulations, telecommunication aids 

and devices are included in the definition of rehabilitation 

services. 

2o The promotion and e::-q,ansion of employment 
opportunities in the public and private sectors 
for handicapped individuals. (29 USCA 701 (8)). 

The. 'I''J..Y can and has expanded employment 

opportunities for deaf people by permitting direct contact 

with agencies ·wh.o have them installed and permits continued 

contact with an employer once a person is on the job .. The 

use of the. telephone is vital in many jobs and with a TTY 

installation, deaf people can function on an equal basis 

"lvith hearing people when the duties involve telephone 

corrmrunications .. 
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3. The. evaluation of existing approaches to 
architectural and transportation barriers 
confronting handicapped individuals, the 
development of new ways to loi;,,1e-r such barriers 
and ·the. enforcement of statutory and regulatory 
standards regarding barrier-free construction of 
public fa1cili ties .. u o (29 USCA 701 (11)). 

It is the opinion of at least one la'l:\7Ye.r that lack 

of access to telephone corrununications constitutes an 

architectural barrier as defined in the Architectural 

Barriers Act of 1968 and the 1970 ammendments to that act, 

(42 USCA L~251) .. 23 Mr. Price states; ." •• telephones must be 

. viewed as a struct-ural part of public buildings., If 
a person is denied access to the telephone in the · 
building, then an architectural barrier confronts 
him. 'fb.e Board is empowe red to take steps to 
eliminate such architectural barriers. This could 
be achieved through the use. of . the 'I'TY. The 
legislative history may be construed to support the 
above position. 'rhe legislative history of the 1968 
.Act (U., S. Code Congressional and Administr8.tive. News 
1968 at 3211+, 792) reflects conce:rn that public 
buildings be constructed so that they are accessnble 
to and usable by the physically handicapped . If one 
c annot utilize. the. telephone network within the 
building, one does not have access to that building. 
The more. re.cent edition make.sit clear that the 
Compliance Board should eliminate many ca tegories 
of environmental barriers ·which now severely impede 
the I?-obility, the emplo~e.nt and the. recreation ,,Rf 
handic~pped peoplee ( 1975 u.s.c. c. ll~ at 7516.) L ) 

Since telephones are such an integral part of our daily 

living, it is the opinion of Mr. Price that they can be 

considered part of the environment, and being thus 

considered are among the barriers to deaf people who are 

23.. Stanton Jo Price, "M~mo To Members of the 
Greater Los Angeles Association of the Deaf, " May 5, 1975 .. 
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considered members of the severely handicapped population of 

the United States. 

As was stated by Martin L. LaVor, Minority 

Legislative Associate of the Education and Labor Committee 

and 1'11'.'. Jack C. Dtincan, Counsel to the Select Subcommittee 

-on Education, U.S. House of Representatives; "The emphasis 

appears to have shifted from services based on charity or 
25 

moral grounds to services as a matter of right." With 

the passage of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the 

ammendment:s to that Act, there is now a legal basis upon 

which demands for equal access to telephone communications 

can be made for people who are citizens, albeit deaf. 

25. Martin L. La Vor and Jack Co Duncan, 
" Rehabilitation Act of 1973, PoLo 93-112" Exceptional 
Children, March, 19749 Po L~49o 
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SUMMARY 

Since. the time of its patent in 1876 the telephone 

has been developed into a sophisticated piece of 

communication equipment for people who hear and speak. 

De.spite inventions which make telephone usage available to 

people. who are deaf, the vast majority of people who can 

neither hear nor speak do not have equal access to its use. 

The basic reason for this lack of equal access is the few 

numbers of TTY systems iri 'use within the deaf population and 

the near total absence of reciprocal 1TY systems in tax 

supported agencies and businesses in the United States. A 

major factor involved in the relatively few numbers of TTYs 

is the cost of purchase., maintenance·1 and useo The reason 

why so many tax supported agencies do not have T'TY systems 

is a combination of ignorance of the need and the low 

visibility of the deaf population. 

The need and legal right to accessable telephone 

communication. is becoming more apparent to the. population 

in general. Hith the passing of the Rehabilitation Act in 

1973 and the anunendments to that Act in 1974 a statutory 

basis of right to barrier free access to pu blic and tax 

supported agencies has been establisherl. 

• 
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RECOM.MENDA'l'IONS 

In accordance vr.Lth the Rehabilitation Act of 197 3 
and the. amme.ndments to that Act, every rehabilitation 
office in the country should have a TTY system to permit 
direct access for people who need the TTY system as a means 
of phone communication. 

State rehabilitation agencies should provide TTY 
equipment to clients who cannot use the. telephone without 
adaptive TTY equipment, on the basis of need for independent 
living and not solely on the TTYs relation to employment. 

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 emphasizes the use of 
pre sent systern.s and devices and recognizes the need of 
further research into the development of devices and 
services which 1·ri.ll enhance the independent living of all 
handicapped peopleo Therefore, a comprehensive study 
subs idized by Rehabilitation Services, Administration should 
be undertaken to indicate the effect o.f immediate equal 
telephone acces s on the lives of those people presently 
unable to use. the t elephone. system without adaptive 'l"TY 
equipment.,. Specific areas of concern in this study should 
include e ducation, social life, and working situations. 

Professional organizations of the deaf and speech 
impaired should initiate federal, state, and local action 
to insure equal access to tax supported agencies via the 
telephon.ee 

The. Bureau of Education for the Handicapped should 
initiate research into the. possibilities of utilizing the 
1~'Y system in the home and school as an educational tool in 
connection with .computerized programs .. 

Federal investigations should begin into the 
responsibilities of AT&T and its subsidiaries as public 
utilitiesi regarding equal access to telephone 
cornrnunications fo r people unable to use the present system 
without special adaptive equipment o 

Investigate. the possibilities of emergency news 
se.rvic~ '., :Ln cooperation with local television and radio 
stations .. Investigate the re sponsibilities of such 
enterprises in mak:u1.g this informat ion avail able to people 
who cannot receive the information through regular 
channe.lso 



Increase. cooperation among and between national 
associations concerned with problems of telephone. 
cormnunications. 
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Initiate. research by government grant if necessary 
into the. possibilities of lowering the cost of TTY 
equipment for purchase, maintenance and repair. 

Develope. methods of utilizing used equipment at 
costs that are. bearable to the consumer who can neither 
hear nor speak. 
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